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The line-of-balance (LOB) technique is considered as an effective tool for planning and scheduling linear repeti-
tive construction projects. One of the main assumptions of the LOB technique is the uniformity and constancy of
production rate for an activity. Moreover, some aspects of the LOB technique can bemodified in order to suit the
nature of construction projects. This paper proposes a hybrid approach for scheduling linear projects that opti-
mizes resource allocation using the LOB scheduling technique. The paper presents an optimization model for re-
solving resource constraint dilemmas in linear scheduling projects. The proposed model utilizes a Matrix
Laboratory (MATLAB) code using graph theory as a searching algorithm to automate the model formulation.
The novelty of themodel is that it supports decisionmakers in formulating the optimal crews routing among var-
ious activities and also considering the allocation of multitasking skilled crews. A case study for a repetitive 4-km
sewage pipeline installation is used to test the capabilities of the proposed model. Results show that the model
can feasibly reduce the number of crews employed in linear repetitive construction projects.
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1. Introduction

Linear scheduling techniques are concerned with planning and
scheduling linear repetitive projects, which are categorized by sequen-
tial activities repeated for a substantial number of units. One of the
main aspects of linear schedules is ensuring the continuation of work
without any interruptions or idle time.

Several techniques have emerged to enhance the application of the
line of balance (LOB) in scheduling linear repetitive construction pro-
jects. Arditi and Psarros [5] developed a system for repetitive unit
scheduling (SYRUS) to assist in scheduling linear projects that relies
on integrating both network and LOB techniques. Hegazy et al. [9] pro-
posed a computer program called BAL to schedule and monitor linear
projects with uniform sequential activities. Senouci and El-din [18] pre-
sented a non-serial dynamic programming technique for scheduling lin-
ear projects with non-serial sequential activities, in which time/cost
trade-off is implemented to manipulate project duration and total cost.

Many researchers have tackled problems in LOB performance and
developed computerized systems to facilitate its implementation.
Wang and Huang [22] introduced a new scheduling approach to over-
come LOB limitations regarding controlling the interval times between
activities in repetitive projects. Their proposedMultistage Linear Sched-
uling (MLS)method is based on themultistage decisionmaking concept
that reduces the total project duration without decreasing the duration

of each activity at each unit. Arditi et al. [4] employed a computerized
system for the application of LOB called RUSS. This system generates
schedules for high-rise buildings that satisfy constraints in resources.

Tokdemir et al. [21] developed a computerized system for LOB called
ALISS. This systemhas the capability of accelerating the project duration
to meet a specified deadline by increasing the number of crews of se-
lected activities.Many researchers have attempted to integrate the ben-
efits of Critical Path Method (CPM) and LOB techniques as a new
concept for planning and scheduling ([1,2,10,20]; Ammar, [3]; Jung et
al. [12]).

Likewise, resource management in linear schedules is considered a
crucial key for the accuracy in performing reliable construction
schedules [13]. Hinze [11] states that one of themain reasons for delays
in construction projects is overseeing the limitation in resource avail-
ability during the planning phase that results in generating unrealistic
schedules.

Senouci and Naji [19] implemented a computerized system for
scheduling non-serial linear projects. This system optimizes total pro-
ject cost by determining optimum crews formation using Genetic Algo-
rithms. Liu and Wang [14] established an optimization model for
resolving linear scheduling problems using Constraint Programming
(CP). The model optimizes the total project cost and duration. Gafy
and Ghanem [8] proposed an ant colony optimization model that relies
on the foraging behavior of ants to allocate resources in repetitive con-
struction schedules. This model is constrained by activity precedence
andmultiple resource limitations. Liu andWang [15] presented an opti-
mization model that integrates the usage of single/multiple-skilled
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crews at the same activity to enhance work performance andminimize
project duration using Constraint Programming.

Several researchers emphasized the importance of work productivi-
ty, resource assignments and optimum crew formulation for linear con-
struction projects. However, few researchers have tackled the premise
of LOB that assumes the constancy and linearity in the production rate
of each repetitive activity. This may be unrealistic due to the stochastic
nature of linear construction projects (O'Brien, [16]; [17,23]). The flexi-
bility of altering crews movement and assigning multitasking skilled
crews in linear construction projects have been neglected. Researchers
claim that usingmultitasking skilled crews can increase the productivi-
ty, quality, and ensure the continuity of work [6,7]. Multitasking skilled
crews can be defined as a workforce strategy to decrease indirect labor
costs (minimize the daily indirect labor cost of the crews assignment),
improve productivity and reduce turnover.

Themain challenge of this paper stems from the desire to create an in-
novative framework that attempts to enhance the LOB implementations
in scheduling linear repetitive construction projects. The purpose of the
paper is to: 1) take the advantage of CPM/LOB's calculations, which ac-
counts for the breakdown of repetitive activities into sub-activities to for-
mulate more precise linear schedules; 2) introduce the concept of

assigning multitasking skilled crews in linear construction projects
between different activities; 3) supplement a new resource assignment
algorithm that can provide optimal crews routing. The proposed algo-
rithm promotes the existence of multitasking skilled crews between dif-
ferent activities in different project units using graph theory networks.
Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed framework used in dealing with linear re-
petitive construction scheduling problems.

2. Problem definition

2.1. Areas requiring enhancement in LOB

Often, linear construction projects are subjected to limitations that
mandate the occurrence of float or non-critical repetitive activities in
order to accommodate resource constraints. In the LOB scheduling tech-
nique, the production rate of a repetitive activity is assumed to be con-
stant along the entire number of units of a repetitive project.
Furthermore, the LOB scheduling technique does not represent the re-
petitive activities as partially critical, mainly because each repetitive ac-
tivity is a single undivided parallelogram with a specific duration. This
assumption hinders LOB in restricting each activity to be accomplished
by the same crew in a linear sequential manner, and eliminates the
probability of allocating resources among entire project units [23].
This hypothesis is not applicable as the repetitive activity can be com-
posed of several sub-activities. These sub-activities may have different
production rates andmay acquire different crew's due to the probability
of relaxing the sub-activities production rate. Fig. 2 illustrates an exam-
ple of a repetitive construction project that is composed of three repet-
itive activities I, J and K respectively. CPM calculations of the three
activities for a one single unit show the criticality of the three activities
with no total float as shown in Fig. 2(a). This consequently leads to the
constancy of crews productivity rates of the three activities along seven
typical units as shown on the LOB diagram in Fig. 2(b).

3. The developed approach for scheduling linear repetitive projects

In contrast to the traditional manner of reviewing activities in the
LOB, a repetitive activity is represented as a number of separate sub-ac-
tivities that are connected together to sum up the total duration of the
activity. This method permits the representation of any logical relation-
ship between the broken-down activities using only the finish to start
relationship. The splitting down of activities in the LOB diagram gener-
ates more efficient schedules, which results in creating critical and non-
critical sub-activities as shown in Fig. 3. Accordingly, this reflects the
stochastic nature of construction projects. Although, the breaking

Fig. 1. Framework of the proposed scheduling approach for repetitive projects.

Fig. 2. Traditional LOB scheduling technique; (a) CPM for a single unit showing the criticality of all activities; (b) Rendering of activity I, J and K on LOB format.
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